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Abstract 

The interfibre joint is one of the key elements in creating the strength of self–binding fibrous 

materials such as paper and board. In order to tailor the properties of such materials by chemical 

and/or mechanical treatments of the fibres, and to learn how such modifications influence the 

properties at the microscopic level, a greater understanding of how to evaluate the mechanical 

properties of interfibre joints is desirable. The methods reported in the literature for determining 

of the interfibre joint strength do not in general distinguish between the contributions of normal 

and shear stresses in the bonded region. This paper presents a numerical analysis procedure, 

based on the finite element method, for evaluating interfibre joint strength measurements in 

terms of the normal, shear, and moment loading components during testing. The method is 

applied to investigate the strength of Kraft pulp interfibre joints under two principally different 

modes of loading. The results show that for a typical interfibre joint test of an isolated fibre–fibre 

cross with long free fibre segments, modes of loading other than pure shear cannot, in general, be 

neglected, and are strongly dependent on the structural geometry of the fibre–fibre crosses.  In 

addition, the resultant forces and moments were scaled in terms of the interface area and the 

twisting and bending resistance of the interface approximated as an ellipse to account for 

differences in interface area between the measurements. These scaled resultants were used to 

quantify how the mode of loading influences the relation between the amount of normal stress 

and the amount of shear stress that develop in the interfibre joint. 

 

Keywords: fibre-fibre cross, fibre-fibre joint, finite rotations, interfibre joint strength, mode of 

loading, paper mechanics, paper strength   
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Introduction 

In order to tailor the properties of fibrous network materials such as paper and board, it is 

essential to understand how the properties of the interfibre joints (which transfer the load 

between the fibres) affect the macroscopic behaviour of the material, but in order to understand 

the mechanical behaviour at the microscopic level, there is a need for methods that give detailed 

information on the failure behaviour of the interfibre joints. The methods reported in the 

literature do not take into account the mode of loading, and hence do not separate the measured 

strength values into shear and normal components. The objective of this paper is to develop an 

evaluation procedure to analyse these load components in terms of resultant shear and normal 

forces as well as the resultant peeling, twisting, and tearing moments of the joint region during 

loading and at rupture. Since the size of the joint region influences the values of the resultants, 

the resultant forces were scaled by the overlap area and the resultant twisting and opening 

moments were scaled by the twisting and bending resistances, respectively, as determined by 

approximating the joint region by an ellipse. 

Pulp fibres prepared for paper making are very complex and have a hierarchical structure 

composed of crystalline cellulosic micro fibrils embedded in an amorphous matrix of 

hemicellulose and lignin [1]. These fibrils may vary considerably in orientation from fibre to fibre. 

The pores in the fibre walls as well as the natural curvatures and kinks (dislocations along the 

fibre) also contribute to the heterogeneity of the material. These fibres form chemical bonds 

when wet–pressed and dried in large networks, as in a paper machine. These regions of bonding 

(called interfibre joints) transfer the load between the fibres in the network structure. To measure 

experimentally the mechanical response of the individual interfibre joints, the typical approach is 

to test individual fibre–fibre crosses, though it should be accentuated that the properties 

determined during interfibre joint testing do not necessarily resemble the properties encountered 

in sheets, since these properties will also be affected by the manufacturing conditions undergone 

by the fibre network in, e.g., a paper machine. 

However, the interfibre joint strength values determined here are not directly intended for the 

prediction of the mechanical properties of paper from the individual bond properties, but for 

analysing the state of the loading conditions at rupture in interfibre joint strength testing, since 

the conventional interfibre joint strength testing methods have previously failed to differentiate 

the mode of loading. 
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Previous studies 
Interfibre joint strength measurements 

When measuring the individual interfibre joint strength, testing is typically carried out using a 

fibre–fibre cross structure. This was first reported by Mayhood, Kallmes and Cauley [2] in 1962 

and later by Schniewind, Nemeth and Brink [3]; McIntosh [4], Mohlin [5]; Stratton and Colson 

[6]; Thorpe et al. [7] and Button [8]. The general method is that one of the fibres (hereafter called 

the crossed fibre) is fixed onto the testing frame at both ends while the other (hereafter called the 

loaded fibre) is fixed at one end to a piston (or something similar) that is moving relative to the 

testing frame. In the conventional shearing type of loading, the direction of loading is in the 

direction of the axis of the loaded fibre. It is then generally assumed that the ultimate force of the 

tested specimen, normalised to the degree of bonding or to the overlap area, is the interfibre joint 

shear strength. However, the specimen tested is actually a structure in which the interfibre joint in 

general is subjected to a mixed mode of loading due to large rotations, e.g., the constituent fibres 

twist and straighten as they deform prior to rupture. The structural response characterised by the 

load–displacement curve of the piston is therefore influenced by the specimen geometry and the 

material properties of the constituent fibres. For example, depending on the experimental setup, 

the fibres may twist during deformation and the normal forces that develop in the fibre–fibre 

interface will influence the result and should not be neglected.  

Button [8] used a finite element analysis and linear elastic fracture mechanics to analyse 

cellophane lap joints, and evinced a geometric dependency and concluded that it was better to 

represent the interfibre joint strength by the force at rupture per joint length. However, 

Magnusson and Östlund [9] applied similar geometric normalisations (in terms of the rupture 

force per overlap area, width, and length of the joints), but in their results, neither parameters 

were exclusively more successful at reducing the variations of the interfibre joint strength 

between individual fibre–fibre cross tests measurements. Torgnysdotter et al. [10] also used the 

finite element method to study the influence of the distribution of the actual chemical bonding in 

the contact region. They found that it had little influence on the structural response of a fibre–

fibre cross, but the specific distribution of the chemically bonded regions certainly affected the 

stress distribution in the fibre–fibre interface.  

In another study on interfibre joint strength, Thorpe et al. [7] determine an analytical expression 

for the strain field in the fibre surface bonded to a shive and calculated the load per unit 

elongation of the bonded area. Their model, which was based on small deformation linear elastic 

plate theory, shows that the stresses are confined to the edges of the bonded region, resulting in a 
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nonuniform stress distribution, but the model did not take into account the large rotations that 

normally occur when testing individual fibre–fibre crosses.  

Recently, a novel method for making and manipulating fibre–fibre crosses using a micro robotic 

grip system was presented by Saketi et al. [11]. Their method allows preparing fibre–fibre crosses 

in a controlled manner, in terms of the crossing angle and shape factor, but, unfortunately, no 

measure of the force during testing was reported. This could prove to be of great value since the 

variability in fibre–fibre cross geometries has a large impact on the prevailing state of loading in 

the interfibre joint, as is quantified in this paper. Also, new methods for testing interfibre joints  

in load directions other than shear have been introduced recently. Fischer et al. [12] report on 

joints tested in a Mode III type of loading and Schmied et al. [13] report on joints tested in a 

Mode I type of loading, using atomic force microscopy. 

In this paper, an analysis procedure is presented that takes into account the structural geometry 

of each individual fibre–fibre cross specimen to allow for a better approximation of the loads in 

the bonded region at rupture. Also, by taking into account the natural variations in geometry and 

how the load is applied, information on the resultant forces and moments that transfer the load 

between the fibres is obtained. 

Experimental evaluation 

A procedure for preparing and testing fibre–fibre crosses is developed in [9], where two distinctly 

different loading conditions were applied: the conventional shearing type of loading, and a 

peeling type of loading. In this paper, further evaluation of these specimens will elaborate on the 

actual loading conditions that prevail in the interfibre joints at rupture in order to characterise the 

states of loading between the two fundamentally different ways in which the load was applied. 

In the evaluation, the experimental measurements were treated as a structural response 

dependent on an unknown stiffness in the fibril direction and a combination of normal and shear 

stress components. Information on the structural geometry was gathered from microscope 

images of the specimens and wall thickness and micro–fibril angle from a transmission 

ellipsometry measurement. This information was used to relate the measured structural response 

to the response of a structural model of the fibre–fibre cross based on the finite element method. 

The model was then used to evaluate the components of the interface loading in terms of 

resultant forces and moments in various modes of loading. The modes of loading could 

macroscopically be attributed to peeling, shearing, and tearing modes of rupture, as is customary 

in fracture mechanics, as illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of i) peeling  ii) shearing and iii) tearing modes of crack surface displacements 

referred to as Mode I, Mode II and Mode III type of loading, respectively 

Mechanical testing 

Here, fibre–fibre crosses from Kraft pulp fibres with kappa number 31 were prepared and tested 

according to [9] using a nominal drying pressure between 0.7–2.6 kPa, although the influence of 

drying pressures of such magnitudes was shown [9] not to influence the strength of the interfibre 

joints. The fixation of the fibres onto the specimen holder was achieved by using a cyanoacrylate 

adhesive that was viscous enough to flow all the way to the edge of the specimen holder and then 

stop (giving a well defined boundary for the subsequent mechanical analysis). By using liquid 

adhesives, the specimen could be considered at rest, and hence, minimising any handling of the 

specimen during the mounting process and thereby reducing possible premature deformation and 

damage to the fibre–fibre cross specimen. Prior to testing, micrographs which were to be used to 

map the geometry of each individual structure tested were taken of the specimen using a stereo 

microscope, see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Typical micrograph of i) fibre–fibre cross glued to the specimen holder with the crossed and 

loaded fibres, the glue and the global coordinate system, X–Y, and ii) the loaded fibre after testing 

The testing was conducted at a constant displacement rate of 3 µm/s. The load–displacement 

response (or structural response) of the point of applied loading was recorded for each specimen. 

After testing, a micrograph of the loaded fibre was captured so that the attachment point of the 
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adhesive (indicated in Figure 2) on the loaded fibre could be back–calculated by comparing the 

contour length of the loaded fibre before testing and the contour length of the loaded fibre from 

the attachment point to the end of the fibre after testing. Hence, it was assumed that the 

deformation of the fibres were purely elastic, since the force that ruptured the interfibre joint 

were at least one order of magnitude lower than the force required to rupture the fibres, [14]. 

It should be noted that the mechanical testing was not done in a controlled climate, which could 

produce errors in the measurements, but the main focus of this study was to develop means of 

evaluating multi–axial load components in the fibre–fibre interface rather than another set of 

experimental data of joint strength with a certain statistical distribution. However, the climate was 

monitored for each test and the fibre–fibre crosses were tested immediately after preparation to 

prevent the effects of varying humidity. The climate for each evaluated specimen is tabulated in 

the Appendix, Table A1. 

Two distinctly different loading conditions were obtained in [9] by simply reorienting the sample 

holder prior to attaching the loaded fibre to the grip system. This allowed for experimental 

testing in the global Z–direction (the conventional interfibre joint “shear test” being loaded in the 

global X–direction). 

Structural characterisation of the cell wall 

The cell walls of pulp fibres are often represented by four major layers: the primary wall and three 

secondary layers (with varying micro–fibril angles) S1, S2 and S3 as illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The layered structure of a single pulp fibre, the layers of the cell wall are indicated in the 

figure. Also the local coordinate system  x–y and the principal coordinate system 1–2, defined by the 

micro–fibril angle, ψ , are illustrated for one of the fibre wall layers.  

The secondary layers, S1, S2 and S3 are composed of cellulosic micro–fibrils in a lignin and 

hemicellulose matrix and the micro–fibrils are wrapped helically around the longitudinal x–

direction of the fibre at the micro–fibril angle ψ . The S2 layer comprises 80%–95% of the fibre 

cell wall [15] and, thus, is assumed to dominate the mechanical behaviour of the fibre material. 

To determine the fibre wall thickness, t, and the micro–fibril angle, ψ , of the S2–layer, 

microscopic transmission ellipsometry, [16], [17], [18] and [19], was conducted on both fibres for 

each measured fibre–fibre cross. Micrographs were taken on a fibre segment oriented along the 

x–axis in the image plane. The transmitted light was first filtered to wavelengths of 470 and 540 

nm using band pass filters with band widths of 40 nm and 50 nm, respectively, using an Olympus 

U-POT polariser and an Olympus AN360-3 analyser. The subsequent analysis of the 

micrographs was based on the assumption that the transmitted light passes through a path of the 

fibre that can be modelled as a simple double–walled structure consisting of two identical linear 

retarders in series with perpendicular polarisation angles. By collecting intensities from the 

corresponding measurement points in a fibre segment, for each filtered light source and each 

polarisation angle that was measured, and by assuming birefringence, 1 2 0.05n n− =  [20], the cell 

wall thickness and the micro–fibril angle was estimated using the concept presented by Ye et al. 

[19]. 

Structural analysis of the load–displacement response 

In order to estimate the state of loading in the interfibre joint at rupture, specimen specific 

structural parameters such as the geometry together with the structural responses of each 

specimen were taken into account by developing a numerical model based on the finite element 

method (FEM).  
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Geometric discretisation 

Here, the objective was to obtain a first approximation of the state of loading of the interfibre 

joints by including the geometry of the fibre–fibre cross and linear elastic large rotation analysis. 

For this purpose, the starting point was an approximation of the centre line of the fibre–fibre 

cross geometry, such as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Typical approximation of the centre lines of a mapped fibre–fibre cross geometry used in 

the structural analysis. The figure shows the centre lines of the fibre–fibre cross in Figure 2. 

The geometry of each test specimen was captured from micrographs using the image processing 

software ImageJ [21] and calibration of a scale bar used for microscopy analysis. About 50 to 100 

coordinates of the centre line of each fibre were used in a typical mapping. Note that this 

approach only captures the plane geometry of the specimens (neglecting the depth dimension), 

but as the specimens were manufactured in a plane drying press, most of the natural curvatures 

were spanned in that plane. Also, the initial twist along the fibre direction was neglected in this 

study by assuming that the sides of the fibre are planar. From the micrographs of the loaded fibre 

(taken after testing) the point of loading (the attachment point) was back–calculated. This was 

done by measuring the contour length (the sum of fibre segment lengths) along the loaded fibre 

after testing, the segment length being the distance between two discrete material coordinates, 

and comparing it to the contour length of the loaded fibre before testing. After determining the 

point of applied loading, the tested fibre–fibre cross centre line geometry could be approximated.  
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The approximated fibre–fibre cross geometries were imported into the commercial finite element 

software Abaqus 6.11 [22], using the Abaqus Scripting Interface in Python. The fibres were 

modelled as hollow volumetric bodies, using shell elements. The cross–section was assumed to 

be a hollow rectangular as illustrated in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5: Cross section geometry of the idealised fibre structure, with the midsection, marked by the 

dotted line, the wall thickness, t, height, h, and width, w. The radius of the corners is illustrated in 

the right sub–figure. 

 

The width w and height h of the fibre cross section were approximated from the micrographs 

where the widest dimension along the fibre corresponds to the cross–sectional width, and 

narrowest dimension along the fibre corresponds to the cross–sectional height. Since most fibres 

were in a twisted state after drying, these dimensions could easily be estimated from the 

micrographs. This initial twist was, however, neglected for the sake of simplicity in the model 

geometry. 

The parameters describing the cross–section geometries, w, h, t, and the micro–fibril angle, ψ , 

were all assumed to be constant along the fibre and are tabulated in the Appendix, Table A2 for 

each evaluated specimen. An idealised centre line geometry is shown in Figure 6 to illustrate the 

geometric parameters used to describe the fibre–fibre cross specimens. 
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Figure 6: Simplified centreline geometry with geometric parameters obtained from micrographs of each 

fibre–fibre cross specimen depicted in the figure 

The fibre contour lengths for the crossed fibre, cL , and the loaded fibre, lL , that were estimated 

from the distances between each material coordinate measured in the microscope, give an 

estimate of the true lengths of the fibres. Moreover, the projected lengths, cl  and ll , (for the 

crossed and loaded fibre, respectively) were calculated for the loaded fibre as the distance 

between the points of applied load and the joint, and for the crossed fibre as the distance 

between the boundary points. The tortuosity, κ , (sometimes referred to as the shape factor) of 

the fibres were represented by the ratio between the contour length and the projected length, 

giving a simple parameter for characterising the curviness of the fibres (becoming 1 for a straight 

fibre and / 2π  for a semicircle). 
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This definition yields an eccentricity equal to 0 when the interfibre joint is located in the middle 

of the crossed fibre and equal to 1 when it is located at one of the ends of the crossed fibre. 

These geometric features are summarised for each evaluated specimen in the Appendix 

Table A2. 

The numerical model was created by extruding the cross–section of both fibres along the initial 

curved centre line on top of each other with zero clearance between the surfaces (in the sequel 

called the fibre–fibre interface). In this way the initial geometry of the centre line of the fibre–

fibre cross is planar, even if a full three–dimensional deformation of the specimen was allowed 

for in the analysis. Also, since the geometry of the modelled structure is very slender, large 

rotations develop during deformation and the analysis requires a procedure for removing the 

rigid body deformation for improved accuracy and geometry update for proper evaluation of 

stresses and accounting for stress–stiffening. This procedure was enabled with the choice of a 

non-linear geometrical analysis in the solution.  

Constitutive behaviour 

The effects of the underlining microstructure were taken into account through the transversely 

isotropic material law which was applied in the rotated material coordinate system. The rotation 

was done in two steps. The first rotation was done from the initial element coordinate system to 

the co–rotational coordinate system removing the effect from the large rigid body rotations (x-y-

z in Figure 3). The second rotation was done from the co-rotational coordinate system to the 

material coordinate system (1-2-3 in Figure 3) to take into account the micro–fibril orientation 

angle.  

Using Voigt notation and by defining the 2-3 plane to be the plane of isotropy, Hooke’s law in 

terms of engineering strain and stress can be expressed in the material coordinate system as 

follows: 
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The non-linear equilibrium equations were solved by a quasi–static finite element method, an 

implicit scheme was used to update the unknown displacements, and an updated Lagrangian 

formulation was employed to linearise the equations of motions. 

The engineering constants of the transversely isotropic constitutive law that governs the fibre cell 

wall material were deduced from Persson [23]. Persson models the cell wall of wood cells using 

micromechanical homogenisation based on a finite element analysis. One model that is suggested 

assumes transversely isotropic material properties for the main constituents of the cell wall 

(cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin). The engineering constants of these are found in the 

literature. The micro–fibrils of the S2 and S3 layer are then modelled as a “multiple cellulose 

string” as illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Cross section of a micro–fibril modelled with multiple cellulose strings according to Fengel, 

[24]. The picture is reproduced from Persson [23] and the principal material directions are depicted 

in the figure. 

This micro–fibril model is assumed to build up the cell wall material (as a representative 

longitudinal element) which is discretised in a finite element model. The equivalent stiffness 

properties (averaged properties on the macroscopic scale) of the cell wall material are then 

derived through the simulation results and yield a transversely isotropic behaviour. Assuming an 

orthotropic behaviour due to rectangular (the shape being quadratic in the present study) 

repetitive cellulose strings (which are probably more physical) did not influence the resulting 
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equivalent stiffness properties dramatically. Hence, an approximation of the cell wall behaviour as 

transversely isotropic according to Figure 3 was considered sufficient for the present analysis, by 

implicitly accounting for the micromechanical representative longitudinal elements in Figure 7.  

The mean ratio between the effective stiffness coefficient in the longitudinal direction 1E  (first 

principal material direction) and the transverse directions 2E  (second and third principal material 

directions) as well as the shear modulus 12G , was then used as the stiffness ratios in this study. 

The in–plane and out–of–plane Poisson ratios, 23ν  and 12ν , respectively, were taken as the 

average (of the results obtained by Persson) and assumed to be constant. From the results of this 

homogenisation procedure, the relations for the stiffness parameters given in Table 1 were 

determined and used to characterise the present fibre materials. 

Table 1: Engineering constants of the cell wall material used in this study 

Coefficient 
1E  2 3E E=  12 13G G=  23G  12 13ν ν=  23ν  

Value 
1E  1

11
E  1

23
E  

( )
2

232 1
E
ν+

 
0.022 0.39 

 

By expressing the transverse tensile stiffness 2E , and the shear stiffness 12G , as ratios of the 

tensile stiffness in the micro–fibril direction 1E , the constitutive behaviour of a fibre cell wall 

material was governed by only one stiffness parameter and the micro–fibril angle. The tensile 

stiffness 1E  was used to scale the structural response of the model to the experimentally 

measured structural response. Note that the local material direction 1 was rotated about the 3-

axis according to the measured micro–fibril angle ψ  of each specimen to account for the micro–

fibril angle. 

Finite element discretisation 

Each individual fibre–fibre cross geometry was discretised using a mesh consisting of 4–noded 

finite strain shell elements with reduced integration (element type S4R in [22]). A mesh size 

dependency check was performed with respect to the force and moment resultants for each 

specimen/model to insure a reasonable precision in the results. The mesh size was considered 

sufficient when the differences in the resultant loading components at the interface between two 

consecutive runs were decreasing with mesh refinement in the contact zone, and when two 

significant digits were obtained. The mesh size dependency check was considered satisfactory for 
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the purpose of the present study, however if local stress concentrations were of interest in the 

analysis a larger number of elements may have been needed. By using shell elements the 

computational cost was significantly reduced (compared to solid elements) since a fine mesh was 

required to resolve the stresses that develop at the edges of the contact zone in the fibre–fibre 

interface. 

The interfibre joint was modelled by assuming that the entire contact area was bonded. This is of 

course highly unlikely as, in general, the regions close to the edge of the overlap region are not 

molecularly bonded ( [25] and [26]). Also, damage development could have been included in the 

model, but the aim of this study was to develop a first approximation of the resultant forces and 

moments in the interface at rupture, and since no information on the appearance of the contact 

zone was known, the overlapping surfaces of the two fibres were considered to be in complete 

contact. To define the contact, a surface–to–surface contact discretisation, [27] was used, and the 

translational degrees of freedom of the nodes of the two surfaces were enforced in an average 

sense (averaging regions where centred on several adjacent slave nodes). Note that the impact of 

also enforcing rotational degrees of freedom had no effect on the final result. 

The force and displacement in the direction of the applied loading was determined from the 

experiments. The loading was applied as a ramped prescribed displacement for each node on the 

edge of the cross section that corresponded to the point of applied loading and in the global load 

direction of that particular experiment (X for Mode II and Z for Mode I). The displacements in 

the other directions as well as the rotations of this surface were constrained. Furthermore, both 

rotations and translations of the ends of the crossed fibre (the glued ends) were fixed. An 

example of a meshed model is illustrated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Finite element model of a typical specimen to the left and a close–up of the fibre–fibre 

interface region to the right (the same specimen as in Figure 2 and Figure 4) 

Calibration of the structural model 

In order to calibrate the structural model to the experimental measurements, the structural 

response was considered. The structural response of the numerical model was defined as the 

displacement component in the loading direction at the point of applied loading, FEMδ , and the 

corresponding force, FEMP , which was calculated as the sum of the nodal reaction forces in the 

direction of the applied load for each node on the boundary where the prescribed loading was 

applied. The structural model simulated the structural response until the corresponding force was 

equal to the measured force at rupture. The measured experimental structural response 

( )EXP EXPP δ  and the structural response of the model ( )FEM FEMP δ were then used to define the 

total work of deformation of the model and the experimental measurement. The stiffness 

parameter 1E  was then simply adjusted so that the residual in terms of work of deformation, 

 
( )
( )

1 EXP EXP EXP

FEM FEM FEM

P d
R

P d

δ δ

δ δ
= − ∫

∫
,  (5) 

was minimised according to criterion 0.02R ≤  while 0.02FEM EXP EXPP P P− < . Equation (5) was 

estimated using a trapezoidal numerical integration. This was typically achieved after only a few 

iterations since the structural response was almost linear close to rupture. These criteria were 

considered satisfactory, and the residuals were typically better. If this tolerance was not met, the 

stiffness parameter was simply updated again until the tolerance was achieved. It should be noted, 

however, that here the stiffness parameters for both the loaded and the crossed fibre were 

assumed identical in the model, while the micro–fibril angle, ψ  may vary. The calibrated 

specimens were from the calibration procedure given stiffness parameters 1E  ranging between 
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2–50 GPa to minimise the residual, R , which is within a reasonable range since the stiffness of 

dry cellulose is at least 100 GPa [28].  

By this simple procedure, considering the geometry and the structural response only, the 

predicted force displacement curve exhibited a good fit to the corresponding experimental one 

for the specimens. A typical example is shown in Figure 9.  

Figure 9: Comparison between typical experimental and calibrated model structural responses for a fibre–fibre 

cross tested in shearing type of loading (left) and peeling type of loading (right) 

The structural response of a few specimens was not modelled well, most likely due to a 

significant difference in stiffness between the fibres or due to inaccuracies in the measurement of 

the cross section geometry. Some of these errors could of course be accounted for (like different 

stiffnesses for the constituent fibres or varying the cross–section along the fibres) but since more 

data were needed for verification and producing an unambiguous solution for these specimens, 

the most severe specimens were simply not included in this study. Note that by scaling the model 

by the work of deformation, the displacement at rupture of the model was not necessarily the 

same as for the experiment, but any relative discrepancy smaller than 10% was considered 

satisfactory for the present evaluation. Therefore, as a first approximation, the results from the 

structural analysis were assumed to be valid for estimating the resultant forces and moments that 

are transferred by the fibre–fibre interface for each tested fibre–fibre cross.  

Resultant forces and moments 

Due to the complex geometry of the fibre–fibre cross specimens, the maximum force measured 

in the structural response cannot readily be described as the load on the interfibre joint, as it 

simply describes the resulting force component in the load direction of the whole fibre–fibre 

cross. In fact, since only a one–dimensional force sensor is used, the reaction forces in the other 

directions in the load cell remain unknown. 

In order to estimate the resultant forces and moments in the interfibre joint, a local coordinate 

system was introduced and the origin was defined at the centroid of the interface region. The 
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centroid of the interface was calculated numerically from the nodes in the contact region using a 

postprocessor written for Matlab R2012a [29].  

Then a Cartesian coordinate system in the deformed configuration (at rupture) was introduced, 

with the first principal axis defined as the outward unit normal ne  of the interface surface, 

hereafter called the normal direction. The second coordinate axis, the shear direction se , was 

defined to be parallel to the interface surface and orthogonal to the normal direction, in the 

direction of the largest force parallel to the interface surface, and thus describes the direction of 

the largest shear force. The third coordinate axis follows directly from the orthogonality 

condition t n s= ×e e e . It will simply be referred to as the second shear direction, but the forces in 

that directions will be zero due to equilibrium. The local n-s-t and the global X-Y-Z coordinate 

systems are shown in Figure 10 together with the two modes of loading used in the experiments. 

 

Figure 10: The types of loading evaluated, i) Mode I (opening) and ii) Mode II (shearing). Both the 

global and the local coordinate systems used are indicated in the subfigures as is the applied force, P. 

The resultant forces and moments were then expressed in the local coordinate system as resultant 

forces nF , sF , tF  and moments nM , sM , tM  at the centroid of the interface in relation to the 

directions ne , se  and te , respectively. The resultant normal force nF , corresponds to the net 

force due to contact stresses in the normal direction, where a positive nF  is one pulling the fibres 

apart. The resultant shear force, sF  subjects the interfibre joint to a shearing type of fracture (see 

Figure 1). The resultant shear force component is what is normally discussed in the literature on 

rupture of interfibre joints. Moreover, the resultant in–plane moment, nM  is the twisting 

moment about the normal axis and subjects the interfibre joint to a tearing mode, while sM  and 

tM  are the out–of–plane twisting moments about the s- and t-axes, respectively, that subject the 
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interfibre joint to opening modes of loading in two perpendicular directions. These two opening 

moments will be presented as a resultant vector component, with magnitude 

 2 2
st s tM M M= + .  (6) 

Note that this resultant opening moment is at the angle 

 arctan t

s

M
M

θ
 

=  
 

  (7) 

from the s-direction and the resultant normal force, shear force, twisting moment and opening 

moment are all illustrated in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: The interface with the n–s–t system as well as the resultant forces and moments acting at 

the centroid. The interface region is depicted in shaded grey and the fibres are translated and rotated 

apart for illustration purposes. 

Scaling of the interface resultants 

The magnitude of the resultant forces and moments can be used to describe the influence of the 

global mode of loading on the prevailing state of loading in the interfibre joint due to differences 

in geometry and load application, and can serve as a comparison between the two types of 

experiments. However, since the width of the cross section of the fibres were approximated as 

the local measure of the width in the microscopy analysis, something which may vary along the 

fibre, the overlap area in the model are not necessarily equal to the overlap area measured in the 

microscopy. In order to account for differences in overlap area and interface geometry between 

the specimens, the resultants also need to be scaled in terms of overlap area and the twisting- and 
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bending resistances. Obviously, an elliptic contact region could have been included in the model, 

but since the shape and magnitude of the true contact region is unknown, in the present analysis 

it was considered sufficient to estimate the resultant forces and moments assuming the interface 

to be in full contact and scaling the resultants in the post–processing in an attempt to account for 

these differences. In this scaling, a simple approximation of the interface region as an ellipse was 

assumed. An example of such approximation is shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: An example of the contact interface (the nodes in circles) projected on the s t− -plane, 

with the s t− - and the tilted ' 's t− -axes indicated as well as the elliptic surface and the point (× ) 

fulfilling Equation (9) occurs for this particular sample 

Here, an ellipse tilted at an angle, η , in the s–t plane can be described as 

 
( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )
( )

' , cos sin cos
' , sin cos sin

s a
t b
η ζ η η ζ
η ζ η η ζ

−     
=     

     
, (8) 

with the origin at the centroid and 0 2ζ π≤ ≤ . The major semi–axis of the ellipse was chosen as 

the most distant material coordinate of the interface from the centroid and the minor semi–axis 

was defined as the most distant material point perpendicular to the major semi–axis. Due to local 

variations of the cross section geometry along the fibres, the resultants should be scaled in terms 

of the actual overlap area, A  (measured by microscopy), which is assumed to carry the load. The 

area of the ellipse was defined as the measured overlap area of the interface region by adjusting 
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the lengths of the major and minor semi–axis a and b while keeping the length ratio between 

them constant. Finally, the tilting angle, η , was chosen so that the number of material 

coordinates of the interface that satisfied Equation (8) was maximised; that is, so that the ellipse 

enclosed as many material coordinates as possible. Now, by calculating the resultant forces and 

moment components about the major and minor semi–axis of the tilted ellipse, through rotation 

about ne  the scaled normal resultant and the scaled shear resultant of the interfibre joint at 

rupture could be approximated to quantify the scaled state of loading at the centroid. 

The resultant normal and shear forces of the interface, nF and tF , were scaled by the overlap area 

and the rotated opening moments 'sM and 'tM  were simply scaled by the second area moments 

of inertia, 'sI  and 'tI , by using the expression 

 ' '

' '

max ' 's t
st

s t

M M
M s t

I I
 

= − 
 

  (9) 

inspired by simple beam theory, where the indices 's and 't refer to the coordinates of the tilted 

s- and t-axes.  Lastly, the resultant twisting moment nM , was scaled by the twisting resistance: 

 
2

2 n
n

M
M

abπ
= .  (10) 

Note that these quantities have the unit of stress but since they are estimated from the resultant 

forces and moments at the centroid and at an approximation of the interface region to obtain 

scalar quantities we refrain from confusing it with the actual stress distributions at the interface. 

These scaled measures were used in the subsequent analysis to differentiate the state of loading 

between the specimens with different interface geometry and overlap area. 

Results 
The fibre–fibre cross specimens that were evaluated in this study are summarised in Table 2 in 

terms of the force at rupture, EXPP , the nominal overlap area, A, the elastic modulus in the 

microfibril direction, 1E , and the resultant forces and moments obtained from the finite element 

analysis of each test. 
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Table 2. Force at rupture, stiffness, overlap area and evaluated resultant forces and moments of each 

specimen named by the global direction of loading X (for the shearing type of loading) and Z (for the 

peeling type of loading) 

Specimen 
EXPP / mN 1E  / GPa A / µm2 nF /mN sF /mN nM /µNm stM /µNm 

X11 -13.07 19.86 2123 3.48 -13.29 0.27 0.09 

X21 -2.63 7.75 1258 0.90 -2.77 -0.06 0.02 

X31,2 -1.33 13.82 600 0.16 -1.34 0.05 0.01 

X41 -2.46 8.63 2265 0.53 -3.05 -0.11 0.05 

X51 -4.20 15.62 1445 0.34 -4.80 -0.05 0.01 

X61 -6.00 7.85 1161 1.22 -6.01 0.14 0.04 

X71 -4.77 27.11 552 0.99 -5.04 -0.02 0.03 

X83 -2.51 4.30 1211 1.50 -2.49 0.02 0.04 

X93 -9.14 8.47 1769 1.23 -9.37 -0.18 0.04 

X103 -0.39 4.42 348 0.07 -0.38 -0.00 0.00 

X113 -3.17 3.07 1558 1.32 -3.09 0.03 0.07 

X123 -0.46 0.15 1369 0.14 -0.48 -0.04 0.02 

X133 -0.90 12.82 1429 -0.06 -1.08 -0.06 0.01 

X143 -1.88 0.78 2974 0.22 -2.15 0.07 0.01 

Z11 -1.54 20.03 2560 1.10 -4.83 0.19 0.17 

Z21 -1.08 29.92 3000 0.76 -2.52 -0.10 0.06 

Z31 -0.84 1.61 503 0.45 -2.93 0.03 0.01 

                                                 
1 Dried at a nominal pressure of 0.7 kPa 
2 For this evaluation, perfect plasticity with a yield stress 180 MPa was introduced in the constitutive law of the fibre 
wall material to resolve numerical issues with high stresses at sharp corners. The plastic strains were concentrated at 
the kinks and corners and did not affect the resultant forces and moments more than in the third significant digit for 
a specimen that converged without plasticity. 
3 Dried at a nominal pressure of 4.5 kPa 
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Z41 -0.67 56.40 1943 0.66 -4.64 -0.13 0.13 

Z51 -1.02 58.11 6946 0.96 -5.09 -0.12 0.14 

Z61 -0.19 61.85 1567 0.13 -1.70 -0.02 0.02 

Z71 -0.46 78.95 915 0.49 -1.16 -0.02 0.01 

Z81 -0.19 45.89 2690 0.14 -0.54 0.00 0.09 

Z91 -1.41 20.33 698 1.39 -4.82 -0.08 0.17 

 

From Table 2 it can be seen that for the specimens tested in a Mode I type of global loading (in 

the global Z-direction) the resultant force normal to the interface surface, nF  and the applied 

load are similar in magnitude, but not equal due to the mixed mode type of loading in the 

interface. The same observation can be made for the specimens tested in a Mode II type of global 

loading (in the global X-direction), where the magnitudes of the applied forces are similar to the 

resultant forces in the shearing direction, sF . Actually, the relative difference between the applied 

load and the corresponding force resultant could be interpreted as a measure of the error 

introduced when the geometry is not taken into account: they are only on average 2% for the 

shearing type of loading and 18% for the peeling type of loading. Moreover, it is not obvious that 

the specimens tested in a global opening mode of loading experience a larger amount of opening 

moments than twist since the twist is mainly due to the geometry of the fibre–fibre cross and is 

naturally more difficult to control in the interfibre joint test experiment. Also, the resultant shear 

force is at least four times as large as the resultant normal force in these measurements.  

To compare the influence of the mode of loading between the fibre–fibre cross specimens, the 

magnitude of the resultant twisting and opening moments are illustrated in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: The evaluated opening moments are plotted against the twisting moment for each 

evaluated specimen 

It can be seen from Figure 13 that the resultant opening moment is generally larger for the 

specimens tested in a peeling type of loading than for the specimens tested in a shearing type of 

loading, but that it cannot, in general, be neglected in a shearing type of loading. Note also that in 

this study there were no preferences in selecting specimens with a specific geometry, but rather to 

account for the geometry in the analysis to obtain estimations of the resultant forces and 

moments that arise due to the variability of the fibre–fibre crosses in such interfibre bond 

strength experiments. Hence, it can be seen that the twisting moments are independent of the 

mode of loading as they are mainly due to the geometry of the fibre–fibre cross structure (such as 

the eccentricity and crossing angle of the fibres) and are of the same order of magnitude as the 

opening moments. 

Scaled state of loading 

From the results of the scaling of the resultant forces and moments at the centroid of the 

interface, obtained by approximating the interface region as an ellipse, the scaled resultant normal 

force and the largest of the scaled resultant shear forces, which is between three and 30 times 

larger (depending on the specimen) than the scaled shear force in the t’ axis, are plotted in Figure 

14. 
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Figure 14: The largest of the resultant shear forces plotted against the magnitude of the resultant 

normal forces, both scaled by the overlap area, for each evaluated specimen 

From the plot in Figure 14 no general differences are indicated between the two modes of 

loadings, and due to the rotation of the crossed fibre in a shearing type of loading a similar 

normal to shear ratio develops as for a peeling type of loading. It can be seen also that the scaled 

shear resultant is on average five times as high as the scaled normal resultant. 

The influence on the global mode of loading can be further illustrated by plotting the scaled 

resultant moments, as in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: The maximum of the resultant opening moments scaled by the bending resistances plotted 

against the resultant twisting moment scaled by the twisting resistance for the interface approximated 

as an ellipse. Note that one outlier (Z7) is left out for ease of viewing. 

In the peeling mode, the results indicate a possible linear relation between the two scaled 

quantities at failure while the shearing type of loading experiences a larger variability. Note 

however that the magnitudes of the individual scaled quantities of the specimens are varying.  

Discussion 

Despite the obvious approximations of the geometry, such as assuming the reference 

configuration to be planar, that the fibres are assumed to be prismatic, that kinks in the depth 

direction as well as micro compressions are neglected, there could be other sources of error 

introduced in the evaluation, such as the overlap area. It was argued by Kappel et al. [26] that the 

regions close to the edge of the overlap region are not likely to form chemical bonding, also if 

holes or regions without bonding appear within the overlap it would certainly change the stress 

state in the fibre–fibre interface. Furthermore, as described above, the displacement at rupture in 

the simulations was not necessarily equal to the displacement at rupture of the tested specimen 

since the work of deformation was used to scale the model response to the experimental 

response; the resulting discrepancies are most likely due to errors in the determination of the 

fibre cross–section geometry.  
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Even though the force that was required to rupture the interfibre joint was lower than the force 

required to break the constituent fibres, progressive damage behaviour was sometimes seen in the 

experiments. This type of behaviour was sometimes indicated by a structural response that was 

not monotonically increasing. Such a sudden drop in force means that the physical contact area 

right before rupture cannot be assumed to be the same as in the initial configuration. Since the 

numerical model does not take any damage behaviour into account, such specimens could 

obviously not be analysed accurately in the present model, and were not subjected to further 

analysis.  

Comparison of methods 

In this study, the maximum force of the fibre–fibre cross was not assumed to be equal to the 

transferred force of the interfibre joint (as is commonly approximated in fibre–fibre joint testing) 

since most methods rely on a one–dimensional load cell, meaning that only the force in a certain 

direction is measured, neglecting the reaction forces due to a non-symmetric fibre–fibre cross. In 

this study, a three–dimensional finite deformation was allowed for in the analysis of the 

experiments and the force and displacement measured by the miniature load cell and the 

extensometer was calibrated to match the model response. The direction of the maximum shear 

force was shown to not coincide with the direction of the applied loading (as is often assumed) 

and may introduce errors in the measured “shear strength value”. Furthermore, an interfibre joint 

“shear test” has in this study been shown to pose significant out–of–plane moments in an 

opening mode of fracture combined with the sliding mode of fracture.  

Calibration and model approximations 

The structural model was based on a number of measurements of the fibre–fibre cross geometry 

but taking everything into account would have been both theoretically and practically impossible. 

The aim of this study was to develop a method of evaluation that is balanced in respect to the 

quantitative and the qualitative properties. In this study, the micro–fibril angle, wall thickness, 

height and width of the fibres (when the cross section was approximated as a rectangle), the 

natural curvatures and kinks that spanned the image plane, a transverse isotropic material 

behaviour with engineering constants estimated from that of wood cells, finite rotations, the 

measured load at rupture and the total work of deformation, were all taken into account. Other 

parameters that may have an influence are micro compressions, anisotropy, kinks or curvatures in 

the depth direction, pits or defects. The model was then in a sense inversely modelled, by using 

the stiffness of the first principal axis as a scaling parameter (that wound helically around the 

fibre) for both fibres, so that the approximations (mentioned above) and the force at rupture 

were maintained as well as minimising the work of deformation. So, the scaled stiffness may be 
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thought of as a parameter that reduces the error due to the influence of the parameters that were 

not included in the model (since they may or may not have an influence on the structural 

response) so that a reasonable qualitative evaluation of the loading in the joint can be achieved 

with a reasonable number of estimations. Moreover, a transversely isotropic material model is 

thought to better capture the behaviour of pulp fibres that are relatively weak in the direction 

transverse to the micro fibrils, compared to a fully isotropic model. Both models result in good 

agreement in terms of the structural response, however, the force and moments resultants differ 

about 40% when analysed for two samples (X3 and X10) with very low and very high micro fibril 

angles, respectively. 

Scaled resultant forces and moments and the influence of the mode of loading 

The evaluated resultant forces and moments indicate that the peeling moments are in general 

larger for specimens tested in a Mode I type of loading, but the amount of twisting moment that 

arises should somehow be controlled in order to obtain simpler stress states in the interfibre 

joints.  

Since the fibre dimensions change and the true contact areas were unknown, rescaling of the 

resultant forces and moments to obtain a failure surface in terms of stress is difficult. The state of 

loading obtained at the centroid in terms of the scaled resultant quantities using the present 

approximations and assumptions reduced the scatter in the result, but did not clearly define a 

failure surface. This could indicate that the proposed method fails to take into account underlying 

structural properties such as partial bonding in the interface region, or simply that the strength of 

the chemically bonded regions varies considerable from specimen to specimen. It is interesting 

that the relative strength of the interfibre joints is, after taking the mode of loading into account 

are still varying. This result indicates that the interfibre joint strengths tested are not only 

influenced by the mode of loading (due to the geometry or the application of the load), but vary 

also from sample to sample. One interpretation is that there is an inherent property of the 

interfibre joints that was not taken into account in the evaluation, for example the relative 

bonded area, on the other hand, it was recently shown that the drying pressure has a negligible 

influence on the mean interfibre bond strength [9], indicating that a maximal (for that particular 

interfibre joint) relative bonded area is already obtained at low nominal drying pressures. Thus, 

either the surface roughness (which allows a certain relative bonded area to be obtained) yields a 

certain distribution of chemical bonding mechanisms (which vary in strength) for a certain 

interfibre joint, which in turn would result in a distribution of strengths with no influence of 

drying pressure, or there is a systematic error introduced in the experimental measurements. The 

latter could be that the joints are partially damaged prior to testing. Even though this cannot be 
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ruled out, it is the authors' belief, that if this were the case, more complete failures during the 

mounting process would have been seen since the failure load should be very low for these 

specimens. Note also that the evaluated resultants at failure are assumed to be independent of the 

temperature and moisture, which would influence the analysis. A natural direction for future 

research is to include a failure criterion that takes into account the stress variations in the 

interface region, such as for example cohesive zone modelling, but that is beyond the objectives 

of this paper, which were to investigate how the global mode of loading influences the state of 

loading in the fibre–fibre interface in direct testing of interfibre joints. 

Conclusion 

A method for the evaluation of the stress–state in an interfibre joint test was developed. The 

load–displacement response of fibre cross specimens were fitted to structural models that take 

into account the initial geometry, micro–fibril angle, cell wall thickness, and large rotations. The 

state of loading at the fibre–fibre interface centroid then serves as an approximation of the state 

of loading in the interfibre joint. This state of loading was expressed in terms of two non-zero net 

force components, one normal to the interfibre joint surface and the other as the largest shear 

force parallel to the interfibre joint surface; and two non-zero moment components: one in–

plane twisting moment about the interface surface normal describing a tearing mode of failure, 

and resultant out–of–plane moments describing peeling modes of loading of the interfibre joint. 

Furthermore, this paper has given qualitative examples and has introduced a method to evaluate 

how the geometry as well as the applied type of loading affect the mode of loading in the 

interfibre joints, as well as indications of the order of magnitude of the errors introduced when 

the initial geometry or large rotations are neglected in an evaluation of the interfibre joint 

strengths using direct methods. It was also shown that the magnitude of the twisting moments 

that arise in the fibre–fibre interface is of the same order as the peeling moment when tested in a 

Mode I type of loading. These results could be used to improve the methods used for testing 

interfibre joints to obtain more information on the strength components that are important for 

the build–up of strength in fibrous materials. 
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Appendix 
The climate and geometric properties for each evaluated specimen are tabulated in Table A1 and 

Table A2 
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Table A1: Specimen specific climate protocol 

Specimen Life/ days Temperature range / °C RH range /% 

X1 1 22.0–23.8 17–29 

X2 1 22.0–23.8 17–29 

X3 0 23.8–23.9 21–21 

X4 0 23.8–24.5 21–22 

X5 0 24.3–24.4 23–23 

X6 0 23.8–24.4 21–21 

X7 0 24.3–24.4 23–23 

X8 0 23.5–23.7 22–23 

X9 0 23.5–24.1 21–23 

X10 0 23.5–24.2 18–23 

X11 0 23.8–24.1 23–24 

X12 0 24.1–24.3 24–24 

X13 0 24.3–24.4 24–25 

X14 0 23.4–24.6 24–24 

Z1 0 N/A N/A 

Z2 0 25.4–25.8 44–46 

Z3 0 25.8–25.8 48–51 

Z4 0 25.0–25.0 45–45 

Z5 0 25.6–25.8 44–44 

Z6 0 25.8–25.8 44–44 

Z7 0 25.7–25.8 49–49 

Z8 0 25.0–25.3 45–45 

Z9 0 23.7–23.7 23–23 
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Table A2: Specimen geometry protocol 

Specimen 
ch / µm cw / µm lh  / 

µm 

lw / µm ct / µm lt  / µm cψ / ° lψ / ° 
e  cκ  lκ  

X1 16 41 12 42 2.7 1.3 -22 -16 0.31 1.02 1.01 

X2 24 27 13 53 1.7 1.6 -25 -20 0.25 1.01 1.01 

X3 11 22 13 30 4.0 4.0 1 0 0.21 1.02 1.02 

X4 12 25 17 36 3.5 1.4 3 1 0.10 1.01 1.01 

X5 8 32 6.5 29 1.6 1.7 8 16 0.49 1.00 1.00 

X6 13 34 13 39 1.8 4.3 -26 3 0.44 1.04 1.04 

X7 8 27 9 30 1.2 2.6 -3 -30 0.13 1.03 1.00 

X8 11 32 7 30 4.0 3.0 2 -1 0.18 1.01 1.02 

X9 31 78 11 33 3.8 1.7 -1 -28 0.38 1.02 1.00 

X10 15 32 7 16 1.3 1.4 -10 -26 0.22 1.03 1.01 

X11 7 31 7 27 1.3 2.2 7 -31 0.30 1.02 1.10 

X12 11 39 5 23 1.8 2.3 -25 -27 0.43 1.03 1.07 

X13 8 28 5 35 1.7 1.9 -26 -28 0.15 1.03 1.01 

X14 21 40 22 55 3.8 4.5 1 5 0.40 1.01 1.00 

Z1 23 49 15 39 2.0 2.0 0 0 0.12 1.02 1.04 

Z2 11 48 11 32 1.2 1.1 17 -7 0.54 1.01 1.21 

Z3 6 38 9 43 2.8 3.6 3 -7 0.65 1.12 1.04 

Z4 16 49 13 49 4.0 4.0 1 3 0.45 1.01 1.00 

Z5 12 38 10 27 1.3 3.9 -2 -1 0.56 1.01 1.02 

Z6 8 29 8 45 1.9 3.8 -23 0 0.56 1.03 1.03 

Z7 20 35 12 17 3.8 2.7 -2 -34 0.20 1.02 1.05 

Z8 16 21 16 49 4.1 4.0 1 1 0.32 1.09 1.01 

Z9 13 26 12 23 1.2 1.3 -8 -10 0.19 1.01 1.01 
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